SDC Door Check List

JOB NAME: __________________________________________________________________________

DOOR IDENTIFICATION: (EXTERIOR____ (INTERIOR)____

DOOR LOCATION OR NUMBER ___________________________________________________________________

SINGLE DOOR HANDING: RH___ LH___ RHR___ LHR___

DOUBLE DOORHANDING: RH___ LH___ RHR___ LHR___

TYPE OF DOOR: HOLLOW METAL __: ALUMINUM & GLASS __: HERCULITE (TOP & BOTTOM RAILS) ___
HERCULITE (BOTTOM RAIL ONLY) __: HERCULITE (PIVOT & LOCK PATCH FITTINGS) ______________________

DOES DOOR HAVE AN “EXIT” SIGN ABOVE IT  ___ YES  ___ NO

DOOR SIZE: W_____ X H_____ + DOOR THICKNESS______ + LOCK HEIGHT______ + LOCK BACKSET______

HINGE TYPE __________________ + HINGE SIZE ______________ + HINGE FINISH ______________

EXISTING LOCK TYPE & BRAND____________________________ + FINISH __________________

DOOR CLOSER: SURFACE MOUNT: INSIDE___ OR OUTSIDE___ : CLOSER MANUFACTURE____________________

DOOR CLOSER: IN THE HEADER ___: HOLD OPEN FEATURE YES___ NO___ : DEGREE OF OPENING_____

AUTOMATIC DOOR OPERATOR: MANUFACTURE & MODEL#____________________________________________

AUTOMATIC DOOR OPERATOR PUSH PLATE SWITCHES: HARD WIRED _________ OR WIRELESS_________

WHAT KIND OF CEILING______________ (PLASTER, DRYWALL, LIFT OUT, PANELS OR PUZZLE)

HOW HIGH IS THE CEILING __________

WHAT KIND OF HEADER _____________ (NONE, WOOD, STEEL, ALUMINUM, GLASS)

WHAT TYPE OF TRAFFIC: LIGHT ____ MEDIUM ____ HEAVY _____

PICTURES TAKEN OF DOOR: YES ___ OR NO ___

MEASUREMENT FROM DOOR TO ACCESS CONTROLLERS: _____________________________________________

MEASUREMENT FROM DOOR TO POWER SUPPLY: _________________________________________________

WIRE GAGE ______: WIRE TYPE _______: AMOUNT OF WIRES _______: EXTRA WIRES _______

VOLTAGE AT DOOR:_________: VOLTAGE AT POWER SUPPLY _______: CURRENT AT DOOR ___________
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